Dynapac Soil Rollers
CA25/CA30/CA35

dynapac.com

INNOVATION

QUALITY
RESULTS

HIGH
PRODUCTIVITY

JOB
CONFIDENCE

EXCELLENT
SERVICEABILTY

LOW COST OF
OWNERSHIP

VERSATILITY

The CA series is versatile. Available in 2
versions, you can easily convert the smooth
drum to padfoot shell, ensuring best
performance on all types of soil.

EXTRA TRACTION

Face the toughest terrian with variable
pump and limited-slip axel system, providing
increased traction and gradeability.

DYNAPAC TELEMATICS

Dyn@Link options for efficient fleet
management.

REAL-TIME COMPACTION CONTROL

MAXIMUM VISIBILITY &
INTUITIVE PANEL

With each compaction pass, the Compaction
Meter system indicates when the optimum level
has been reached by locating fragile areas, saving
time, fuel and money.

The operator has maximum visibility with
minimum view obstruction. All controls are
also intuitive and easily accesssible.

FOLDABLE CANOPY
Dynapac’s unique foldable canopy design ensures
easy transportation in small trucks to save
transport costs.

SAFETY AND COMFORT

New platform with comfortable access,
optimised engine installation and comfort
seat, ensuring safety and comfort for long
work experiences.

Superior traction and high productivity

Full access to
engine components

Designed for the most demanding environments, the CA series
overcome any construction challenge. Equipped with LimitedSlip axel design, the CA rollers offer a high load capacity and
robust gear for improved durability even on the toughest
terrains.

The CA series also revoluntionise
maintenance operations. Its
completely open bonnet provides
quick and simple access to all
machine components.

Intuitive dashboard

Extra security
Emergency break
Equipped with operator seat
lock sensor, hydrostatic brake
and emergency brake. Simply
press a button on the panel for
immediate stop. In the
event of a breakdown in the
electrical system, brake valve
or the motor, the stop is
automatic.

In the panel, the control
instruments are rationally
distributed, facilitating
reading and understanding
while providing very
simplified access.
The operation is made
easier and compaction
control and productivity are
guaranteed.

Compaction of superior
quality
The CA roller achieves optimal
compaction with less passes.
Its high static linear load is
unmatched and the total
compaction force is the highest
between the compactor rollers
in its class..

CA SERIES - TECHNICAL DATA

Machine description

CA25D

CA25PD

CA30D

CA30PD

CA35D

Operating weight with
canopy (kg)

10300

11900

11100

12700

12100

Front module weight (kg)

5500

7100

6300

7900

7350

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Drum width (mm)

2130

2130

2130

2130

2130

Drum diameter (mm)

1500

1500

1500

1500

1510

Drum thickness (mm)

25

25

25

25

30

Static linear load (kg/cm)

26

-

30

-

35

Theor. Max. Gradeability
(%)

52

52

52

52

52

Drum drive

Engine make

Cummins 4BT3.9 T1 /
Cummins QSF 3.8 T3

Rated power

102HP@2300 rpm/
130HP@2200 rpm

*PD stands for PD Shell. Available in Canopy, ROPS and Air-conditioned cabin options.
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